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What if America's most powerful leader was also its prime target? Vince Flynn's shattering thriller,
Term Limits, soared onto national bestseller lists and marked the emergence of a new master of
political fiction in the same league as Tom Clancy. In USA Today, Larry King called Term Limits "a
page-turning read," while critics and readers nationwide praised its riveting premise of Washington
under siege -- a scenario made chillingly real by this superb storyteller. Now, Flynn infiltrates
America's power structure at its very core, in a new novel that places the president of the United
States in the direct line of terrorist fire. On a busy Washington morning, amid the shuffle of tourists
and the brisk rush of government officials, the stately calm of the White House is shattered in a hail
of gunfire. A group of terrorists has descended on the Executive Mansion, and gained access by
means of a violent massacre that has left dozens of innocent bystanders murdered. Through the
quick actions of the Secret Service, the president is evacuated to his underground bunker, but not
before almost one hundred hostages are taken. While the politicians and the military leaders argue
over how to negotiate with the terrorists, one man is sent in to break through the barrage of
panicked responses and political agendas surrounding the chaotic crisis. Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top
counterterrorism operative, makes his way into the White House and soon discovers that the
president is not as safe as Washington's power elite had thought. Moving stealthily among the
corridors and secret passageways of the White House, stepping terrifyingly close to the enemy,
Rapp scrambles to save the hostages before the terrorists can extract the president from the safety
of his bunker. In a race against time, Rapp makes a chilling discovery that could rock Washington to
its core: someone within his own government is maneuvering in hopes that his rescue attempt will
fail. With the crackling tension and explosive action that made Term Limits "a roller-coaster,
edge-of-your-seat thriller" (Minneapolis Star-Tribune), Vince Flynn delivers Transfer of Power -- a
blockbuster novel that carries us just beyond today's headlines.
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I've recently discovered Vince Flynn and his Mitch Rapp character. This is my third Mitch Rapp
novel and my conclusion is that Vince Flynn is the leader of the pack when it comes to political
thrillers. He has no close competition. Mitch Rapp is a member of the Orion Team, a super-secret
group with deniable connections to the CIA, White House and Congress. It's purpose is to eliminate
terrorist threats to the United States without regard for anything but the danger they represent. Mitch
Rapp is an "ordinary" guy, dedicated to extinguishing the terrorist threat without the messiness or
hindrance of law. Find 'em, kill 'em and move on to the next one. Rapp is without a doubt the
coolest super-hero to come down the pike in a long time. He has the freshness of the first
incarnation of Clancy's Jack Ryan, the inventiveness of Clive Cussler's heroes and the
philosophical bent of Barry Eisler's John Rain, who is the closest to Flynn's Mitch Rapp. Flynn's take
on politicians is devestating. He beautifully skewers the Democrats and their "peace at any price"
acolytes. He sets up Robert Hayes as a "centrist" Democratic President. Hayes resembles no
Democratic President of the past century. He is a reasonable, intelligent man without a radical
political agenda. Surrounding him, however, are the products of Flynn's literary - and I do mean
literary - genius. Venal, greedy, ignorant men and women of his party who put their own selfish
interests far ahead of the nation; people who would prefer to live under the heel of the enemies of
freedom rather than resist.
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